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FMIWG.yfgE. GüLhai...............y.i;±.

By Ralph "Ro
From BSRF No. 3,' ”The-

There are very 
entities, on every planet an. 
brothers । and to make each re; 
Under this law, tlw higher ra< 
the material, mental, tBOi.o. 
lesser races with whom they c< 
of this planet have been w, '-n- 
■ • ' ,7, : •; ■ -m, va i “ --
beginnings-. Some aembers of their Guardian ■ • •-
camated 'among them. Others have ,

■ transport various craft which are now • ‘ •
but incorr< >uped under the designation of Flying Saucers.

■- ' to Ws ' 1 :-'X II, - ; noted that certain sinister
f orces were gaining c< =nce, and were likely to create
a very dangerous.-tmbalance between scientific and ethical progress. 
Scientific knowledge.with a high potential for harm was being re- 
vealed and pushed rapidly forward before moral development had ad
vanced to a point where such knowledge could be popularly employed. 

ervation and other activities were sharply stepped up to coun- 
ter this trend.

An even greater increase in activity was made with the pre- 
mature discovery of nuclear fission, a very great
nenace to all exitities:-©n all planes, and Flying Saucers began 
to be seen much more frequently than The results of the
present xmcontrollecl heavy metals . 
aimoyingj are not particxilarly dangerous except from the stand- 
point of , - It
employ methods which will 
planet, and thus cause its destruction. 
teroids between Mars 
planet which was destroyed by this means. 
trophic on all planets arici planes, 
not yet been discovered on yotir planet, 
that it shall not be developed.

Contrary to the cf 
astral dwellers, 1 there _ ■ ~ ~ of de-
stroying your planet. Neither is there any wish or intens to 
depopulate it.
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it is fully recognized that the discamation of an undesirable 
entity affords only temporary relief at best, and may ultimately 
aggravate the problem. Once they have been reoriented on another 
plane, theyhave even greater powers than .before and hence, greater 
power for harrn» Arv indiv’dtwl di scamation« ot vour people will 
be only as a last desperate temporary resort, after all other 
means have failed. Remember always that our aim is to aid you, 
not to harm you»

0U1 DEMONIC PLAYMATES WOULD DESTROY US
The present Situation might well Lo g - -d by saying that 

when a child reaches a certain age, it must be taught to employ 
such useful aids as fire and sharp-edged tools. It must ’be wat
ched, however, and perhaps at times even forcibly restrained to 
prevent it, in its ignorance, from cutting its own throat or bum- 
ing the house down. At the moment, the racial "child” has just 
discovered some things far beyond its ability to understand or 
safely use. The is further complicated by the fact
that some of its more demonic playinates are urging it to use 
its newfound knowledge in particularly dangerous ways. These 
consist of both i the Lower Astral and persons of low
Intelligence who inhabit the Cavern, homes of the Eider Races, 
and have use of electronic apparatus which was abandoned there.

It is clearly recognized that the only'safe solution for all 
concerned- is educ-ation which will raise the mass Intelligence and 
ethical level of the Adamis races. k,e.-.t-,aints cannot be per» 
manently effective, for some • entually evade them. Taboos
against the use of the things which have been prematurely learned 
are worse tha, •rr-- 1 r Previous experience induciwr :Lv , due 
to some ps* - t > - : ■ L • the Adamic - races, this tends
to glamorize the forbiäden thing, and makes them more determined 
than ever to do it. Even temporary ■ , nts can be employed 
with-great discretion. One learns primarily by their own exper
ience and error. These educational errors must be permitted, 
and restraints should be used only when they threaten to become 
major tragedies.

In the final analysis, no one can "teach" another. One 
can merely place Information before another, in proper sequence, 
and in accord with the student’s mental capacity and, understand
ing; and then, by various psychological stratagems, attempt to 
secure its acceptance as fact. Fear is a powerful Stimulus and 
frequently used to channel thought into some desired field. It 
too must be used with very great discretion. If a fear is per- 
mitted to become too wxdespread, or too intense, then the fear- 
ful ones may, by the unconscious use of the Laws of Thought, 
create the very thing which they fear.

Some news suppressions have been the result of stupidity 
and/or lack of understanding on the part of your scientists and 
public officials. Others have been directed in order to reduce
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some fear which was getting out of control.
THE MASTERS OF THE MENTAL SCIENCES

'Ehe task of your Guardian races i'ä threefold. First and 
foremost is to accelerate the spiritual hs and the resul-
ting ethical and moral developme . Second
is to closely watch thr . ’ ■ '..g that which
is beneficial, retarding that which , and tempro-
arily : ng that which is disastrous. • ‘ n
evil influences which may prompt some ul actions.
Interference with these influences will they threaten
to cause very grast harm. The Adamic x n to recog-
tiize and resist tl influences on t ■ . To this
end, they must be permitted to make err these
matters, and to he natural cor--- . t that
they may learn by their own irnpleasai

These three different tasks are be dif
ferent groups, each of which ordinarily restrict their activities 
to their own particular task. They work In close harmony and Co
operation, however, and will promptly aid one another if the need 
arises. Each also receives valuable aid from mai nt

ups and individuals on many different planes, including some 
of the more advanced thinkers of your owi plane. These latter, 
either knowingly or unknc öfters are of great assistance
as the "eyes" and "hands*’ of those from other planes who cannot 
work direetly on this one.

Since the ethical and moral phases of the task involve the 
use of the mental Sciences, they are directed by those who are 
the recognized masters of t' ices, namely: The Etheric
Atlans and Lemurians. Both of these formerly dwelt on the material 
(a) plane of your planet, and are now on the etheric counterpart 
of your planet. On rare occasions they may use some form of 
mechanical transport, but usually function by non-mechanical means. 
Most of the Flying Saucers seen by you belong to others.

The scientific phases are in the hands of the Etheric Nors, 
specifically a sub-branch known as the Viknors. They are tne 
recognized masters of the physical Sciences, and for many ages 
past it has been the custom of other races to call upon them for 
aid in scientific rnatters« One group of thern also formerly in- 
habited the material plane of your planet, but for a much shorter 
period of time than the other two races. are now on Mars
and Venus Etheria, with the greater part of those who are engaged 
in the present Operation coming from the latter place. Most oi: 
the Flying Saucers are operated by them.

The third phase, that of coping with the evil influences, is 
handled by a mixed group. Actual direc.tiori is in the hands or 
the • i _ ;h the Nors J , * •' 
chanical nature is involved. 
advanced groups in the Caverns, 
Astral
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UP AND DOWN THE SCALE OF TANGIBILITY
Effective observation and action on any plane can be accom- 

plished only on that plane«. Thus the (Flying Saucers of the Ven
us ian Nors must be capable of both i'_". j < etary and inter- 
plane travel. They . J converted
to the vibrational level of : the various types
of craft you have seen could be trän • .vidualLy,
if desired. Any of them could also be co . to your vibra
tional frequency individually, either by Jieir own
mechanism or by extemal influences» »eratlonal
convenience, however, they areust in large
numbers on a carrier craft. These ■ =■ use of their
own mechanism, can teleport themselves to this planet, and simul- 
taneously convert to the desired vib’- - . , They remain
high above the surface of your planet, In . " • y ■ 'ent de-
tection, and to act as a base and co«. . b . for their
smaller fliers*

In the teleportation method of trans«- •* '-vion, the craft 
and everything on it are converted into pure energy, which is 
recowerted into its o - J/ial ' wi at the -i”; -ci point an al- 
mc > . v >« leasurable inst.’ < -t-, 'm © control is very «L-M 
and it is very difficult to • o j> • « craft when working 
from a tr .ontrol. Due to very slxght errors, several Car
riers have been reconverted quh ■ ©.. . _• » .)tj it
is b.-fi , least one of these was observed from the sui>
face.' To avoid'such incidents in the future, the reconversion 
point is now a corm-W • . v.ce from your planet, and the
• a c, ■ • then comes in «,"i- ■ • . । » what you would
term "normal space flight",

There are several types of carrlers, but the only one so 
>> >r ivm‘ in the present o- <’k ‘ is known as the Voku
dass (b). It is about 7,0 : • long and 50” . t in diameter,
It normally carries a crew of about 2,500, including the tech- 
nicians and the pilots of the smaller fliers. They can use sev
eral different types of propulsion, according to circumstances. 
They are heavily armed.

JET POWER FROM ATOMIC FISSION
The smaller fliers use several different types of propulsion. 

A form of jet propulsion, although very ancient, is still exten- 
sively used. A very small "dis" ray, playing upon a stream of 
fuel in a closed chamber, atomically disintegrates it. The usual 
fuel is air, which is collected in scoops by the forward motion 
of the craft, and mit oraat really compressed to injection pressure. 
Other fuels, including metals, can be used in airless Locations. 
The end products of the process are radio-active, and can be de- 
tected by the usual test apparatus. Since none of the heavy me
tals group is ever used for fuel, however, the radioactivity is 
very not cause any permanent atmospheric
contaminatioru (As do our uranium bombs!)
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Electro-magnetic drive operates by c ig the natural 
magnetic lines of force produced by a planetary body, and can be 
used only relatively near the surface of some planet. When used 
at low altitudes, it has the effect of blanking out radio appa
ratus and causing variations in. magnetic 1 other mag
netic apparatus in the vicinity.

RIDING THE GALACTIC WAVES
Primary Drive is a true space it can be

used on a planet, it is ordinarily i
to travel at a very high rate of speed . Con
trol mechanism on the cn frequency
with the universal energy flows which exist in all space, but 
slightly out of phase with them. Either lagging or leading„phase 
car be d, depending on whether it is desired to travel with 
the flows or against them. The speed depends on the :e of 
Phase angle which, in turn, depends on the amount of shading 
power which the control apparatus can apply. The maximum poten- 
tia- speed is never re. '* ad, since pra* ■- ' navigational and 
cor'rol problems usually limit t eed to about 27,
000 tu* - ■ per hour. A few ex« -<> ■’ >ally ski • > > .'rb b tve ex-
ceeded this.

In ad< •'■■■' • the three typ > ' opulsion listed, all craft
have means of hovering- rnotionless wh« . One piece of ap
paratus producesa cone-shaped electrical which diverts
< Lr. f,,, < of gravity around the craft, much as the umb<-i i'c di
verts rain, thus canceling le weight. Another produces
a downwa t - ^tron beain jet which compen. 1 c ■; for the slight 
remaining weight. It is- quite common to use this diversion field 
while in flight, in order to reduce the effective mass of the 
craft, thus making it more maneuverable and reducing the amount 
of power required to maintain flight. This field will, under 
certain con Jons, produce a corona discharge which will give 
the craft the appearance of being surrounded by a luminous or 
finry, envelope. A similar corona effect is also quite common 
on craft using the electro-magnetic form of propulsion.

The Viknors have, to date, used seven different types of 
fliers:
1. Suza dass.. These are doughnut-shaped, about 125 feet out
side diameter, with a hole about 25 feet in diameter, and about 
30 feet thick. They are sometimes referred to as "flying lab
oratories’’;. because of the large amount of test equipment which 
they carry. They are an observation craft, and used only when 
very involved technical observations are required. Normal 
crew, 50. Electro-magnetic drive.
2. Tonton dass. Cigar-shaped, about 100 feet long by 25 feet 
maximum diameter. Primarily an escort and fighter craft. Used 
only if circumstances require protection for the other craft. 
Normal crew, 20. Uses both jet and primary drive.

Jan-Feb 1981, Page 5



7. Pornider type. A smaller

("Usually turned back". But what about those Invaders that 
are not intercepted and turned back. Are they ruthlessly hunted 
down and shot down? It would seern so, from such blasts as the 
so-called Tunguska meteorite of the early 1900s, or the Norton, 
Kansas blast of 1948. There is plenty of other evidence of aerial 
Armageddon going on overhead if one wants to read it that way.)

The craft most deserving of the name Flying Saucers were 
brought to this planet in 1949 by a midget race from your moon 
(from a temporary base on the moon). These were slightly less 
than 100 feet in diameter, but much of this area was aerodynamic 
surface, the aCtual cabin being only about 16 feet in diameter. 
They used electro-magnetic or earth-induction drive, but different 
in construction from from that used by the Nor craft. It was 
their first interplanetary flight, and their purpose was peaceable 
exploration. They became stranded here, without base or super- 
visory control, when their carrier craft became disabled. The 
small fliers xvere unable to return to Luna because they were in- 
Jan-Feb 1981 KK. Pare 6



capable of space flight.
One of the Lunar fliers was shot down over Northern Mexico 

by the over-anxious pilot of a Nor patrol craft, when it failed 
to respond to Signals, or otherwise identify L Several
others were caused to crash by your radar, to which they were par- 
ticularly susceptible because of insufficient shielding of their 
drive and control apparatus. As soon as it became evident that 
the return of their carrier would be indefinitely delayed, and 
that the craft and pilots were unable to cope with conditions on 
this planet, they were rounded up and returned to Luna by a Vik- 
nor carrier. Of the original 37 fliers, 26 were safely returned 
to their home base. Eight were known to have crashed. It is as- 
sumed that the retnaining three went down unnoticed.

jj.

In her writings on Occult Science, Dion Fortune observes that 
the only Occult organizations which amount to a daran are those 
based on e of inspired writing. If the founder himself or
herseif is not the channel, he or she h- • connected with
a trance or cosmic medium through whom the inspired material is 
channeled, and the founder builds the supportive Organization by 
which the message is spread abroad.

”The Coming of the Guardians” is the inspired ”bible” of 
Borderland Sciences Research Foundation. Our founder, Meade 
Layne, put it together from the channelings of Ralph Holland 
and Mark Probert. When your present editor read the above ex
planation of the Viknors and their patrol operations over this 
planet in 1952, I was convinced that this was the clearest and 
most authoritative explanation of the Flying Saucer phenomenon 
that I had seen in print at that time. Certainly no such clear 
a ct explanation was coming from any of our so-called au-
th'-r h, > - uere on the surface of the earth! And it's a good 
thing I didn’t hold my breath waiting ion such Information or 
I would have died of asphyxiation long, long ago.

The late Ralph "Rolf Telano” 
Holland was a Star Person from 
Venus. This picture is an en- 
largement from a 35mm color photo 
taken by the present Director of 
BSRF in April, 1960, at Mr. Hol
land 1 s Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio home.
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THE -PHASING IN OF THE NEW RACE
Part IV of the Dr. Andrija Puharich 
Interview., from “Gnostica“ Magazine

In the late 1940s -we BSRAssociat.es were told, by members of 
the Inner Circle,.'that Flying .Saucers *- and their occupants -- 
must be capable of 'both interplanetary and inter-plane travel. 
In 1952 Ralph “Rolf Tela.no“ Holland was ■■••told the same thing by 
his Viknor Guardian contact. Their Flying- Saucers “must be 
brought here from Venus and converted to,the vibrational level of 
this plane”. In 1977 Dr. Puharich enddrses that same point of 
view- to his Interviewers at his Ossining, New York home.
Int: "What is the dosest civilization we can communicate with?"
Doc: "They are all outside our 4th Dimensional scheme."
Int: "So. they are not-in the universe we can see?"
Doc: "None of.them are." -
Int: "They are in'inner space?" ' , ‘
Doc: “There’s one kid in Mexico who Claims that he is in touch 
with the galactic duster in M92, but 1 really have not had a 
chance to work with him. Everyone is geared up to a special tal- 
ent. Some are musicians; some are poets, writers. etc. They are 
all different."
Int: "Does their normal childishness get in the way?"
Doc: "Always, It takes over» They all,flop in for a Hamburger 
Coca Cola trip. They have rock music, acid. A lot of them actually 
have enormous compensation trips. They-know they are different 
but they try to be regulär.
"One kid went to the ultra-extreme. He is an English kid.. He 
shouldn’t even know baseball, right? But he made it his business 
to memorize every basebd > dyuvd«. io lhe_ world. . So he drives 
everybody nuts overcompensating to be normal.,
"I had another kid in England who's really cute. A little eleven- 
year-old kid who weighed about 80 pounds. His mother called me. 
I was on a TV program there. She said: ’l have a space child who 
is bending golf clubs.' I said: ’How does he do it?* ’He watched 
Geller on TV and he loves golfing and gets out there and hits the 
ball farther than any pro on the course.’ And I said, ‘Then what?’ 
sSo every time he hits it that far, like- 300 yards, the golf club 
Jan-Feb 1981 RR, Page 8
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bends; and I want you to stop it because it costs me eleven pounds 
a club.'
THE "WE’LL TRY ANYTHING” ATMOSPHEKE OF THE UNITED STATES
"I found this kid very interesting and I went out to see him last 
Saturday. He has seen spaceships all over tue place. But a very 
down-to-earth English type, the pub-on-the-comer type. The 
whole family is surrounded by this stuff. All they want to do is 
save that eleven pounds per golf club. The kid will probably end 
up being a world golfing champ when he is fifteen.
Int: "I’m very upset that the U.S.A. doesn’t have its share.”
Doc: "America has a role. I couldn’t 'have-launched Uri without 
starting here. I tried Germany and England and Israel, and for- 
get it. Here at least we could get him started (in scientific re
search) -- at SRI (Stanford Research It , Cal.)
where it created a storm.”

Doc’s experience parallels that of ELP. Blavatsky a hundred 
years ea'li , h e „-.assian by birth« Under the guidance of
the Whatmas of the Himalayas she tried to found a borderland re
search, Organization in Cairo, Egypt, and failed. So, she was 
guided to come to America, to the much freer atmosphere of New 
York City where, with the help of Col. Olcott, she founded the 
TheosophicaU Society in 1875.

Int: "That was' such a short time ago (about five. years). Do 
you think the next five years of your life will be like the last 
five?”
Doc: "It’s an accelerated rate for me because, in the first place, 
there are more kids and they do more things, and there is more 
of a desire on their part to get together to do their thing. I 
cant just break them in and drop them somewhere. I have to rein- 
force them,”
Int: "Do they all have communication with Hoovah?"
Doc: "No, that is just one civilization. They are all from dif
ferent civilizations. I have only been studying very specially 
selected kids, and I see hundreds of them. I screen them. I 
dont keep track. There are hundreds of thousands of kids, 
"When I travel I do radio and TV. They come to the Studio and I 
find out which ones I can deal with. That’s how I meet them;
that's why they come from all over the world. They are always 
bouncing around.
"I didn’t find any in Egypt. That’s funny. I went to a meeting 
in Cairo in May 1976,- and it was touted in the Arabic paper. I 
said, Hey, this is going to be a big meeting on the outer-space 
connection» But, it was some kind of evangelical church and the 
whole thing was a put-on. They were just using us to draw the 
people. There nothing about outer space or UFOs or anything.

Jan-Feb



Int: "More sce in Egypt than elsewhere?"
Doc: "We didn’t find anyone in Egypt who was on this kind of 
trip. Most cou-; : -e do. Israel is slim picki-'^s, > uci-
H'-ntally. Very n ■. ■ cings. ' I have not found a space kid in
Israel other than Uri. The most are found in the Scandinavian 
countries: Dermark, Norway, Sweden. Fi- . > ■ <, very
low pickings, whereas Japan is very high, even though Japan is 
more materialistic, 1 cant difference is
Int: "How do these kids know they are space kids?"
Doc; "They have little flash.es, little recollections, or they do 
things like bend metal. There are signs. Most of them, inciden- 
tally, are not interested in metal-bendimg or teletransportation. 
They do it, but you know it is a throwaway kind of line with them. 
It’s no big thing. The big thing is their role in the world. Not 
to go into all the details, but they’re mind-blowing.
"As one small sample of a kid who can do things. In Canada, this 
little eight-year-old kid suddenly revealed himself to his father, 
who is a -psychiatrist. He told his dad where he came from; said 
not to teil his mother. ‘Dont teil anybody. And to prove it to 
you 1’11 show you something.’ And the kid materialized a 20-foot 
willow tree in the front yard, with leaves and everything. Just 
like that. ’Do you believe me now, Pop?’ Pop got on the ^hone 
at 2 am in the morning, absolutely freaked out, and said, ^Look, 
■I cant- handle this. I'need some help. Do something!’ That is 
the kind of stuff where you have a hot case. So they know al
ready, but you have to go."

THE OLD, ;EAN WORLD IS THREATENED
Int: "Do you know the movie, ’Village of the Damned1 or ’Children 
of the Damned’?"

n

Doc: "Oh, yes, I remember from years ago.”
Int: "With your optimism, do you see it ending differently?"
Doc: "That film is very much like all these goddam UFO films. 
They always bring out the tanks and the cigar-chewing coIonel.
I mean, that happens only in Hollywood. It never happened in a 
single landing or space setting or experience that I knew about."
Int: "I was thinking of the'theme of the film«, A group of realiß 
sharp kids land in a really stupid world, and, instead of the 
world recognizing them. . . "
Doc: "The world doesn’t recognize them and obviously the world 
's ttoeatened! Thfs is~~why my book is going to be somewhat of 
71 • b'.'jk. In fact, I disguised all the kids because I dont want 
them liquidated. People would say that I am hallucinating to 
get rid of the reality."
Int: "Is there one of these worlds that is close to us in evo- 
lution?”

Jan-Feb
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Doc: "Fortunately the jnes who are on this kind of assignment 
to help Gut this cruddy . : planet are so far beyond us that 
they can tolerate our little pecadillos. You know, they dont 
pick people who are too close to us, or they would not have such 
an . enormously dispassionate kind of interest .. Thev are far away 
and dispassionate.”
Int: "Do you think they have a sense of hunior as we do?"
Doc: ”Yeah, we tested them. They had wisdom and intelligence 
and foreknowledge, but did they have hurnor like we rnonkeys on 
earth do? So we put them through a whole series et tests and 
we concluded that they have a sense of htmor.”
Int: "What did you do? Get Henny Youngman together with a 
medium?”
Doc: ’’Yeah (1aughter.)
Int: “Weil, I think we should go.”

From the ‘h <<• aber 1.978 issue of "Gnostica" Magazine, Eso- 
te-ric Knowledge for the New Age. $10.00 a year, Box 43383-GN48, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164.

AN ENORMOUS I : 1 IONATE INTEREST

An excellent example of this is the experience of Chuck 
Doyle in Florence, Kentucky, May 10, 1975, as related to UFO 
researcher Leonard Stringfield and included in his book "Situa
tion Red, The UFO Siege”. Doyle went outside about 9 p.m. to 
bring his horse in from a little pasture.

"The first indication that something allen was in the imme- 
diate vicinity was a buzzing sound like a swarm of bees. When 
he turned around he saw a stationary object, shaped like a Manta 
Ray, about 20 feet long and 10 feet from tip to tip. It was 
hovering over his neighbor’s vegetable garden, about 80 feet away.

"Chuck said the stationary UFO bobbed up and down like a cork 
on water, at which time he feit the ground vibrate. There were 
two distinct sources of light on the object. One., a green, glow
ing light, came from a rectangular section under the craft near 
the front. Its luminosity was like the ’diffused glow of heated 
metal, or like a green traffic light the rectangle was about 
eight feet long by four feet wide, faceted with circular lenses 
in rows. . .

"’The other light came from the Manta8s tail, which came out 
to a point like a needle. It was a pulsating light, glowing a 
brick red. . . On the top, toward the front, was a raised por- 
tion, like a dome. . . the porch light and light from the Win
dows reflected on the craft s body, which made its surface 
appear metallic green. . .

"*For the first two minutes or so,' said Chuck, * I was so 
stunned I just froze. I couldn’t move. I cant say I was fright- 
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ened; as I dont scare easily; but I just stood in . .• . - ■ -- J*
Any physical reactiott frenr-the craft?* • k..14»

”’Not at that time, * Vtis answered. f~ : . ■ ’’‘-nh ’■ h- i/wa
what I saw.

THE DISPASSTONATE, BIO-MAGNETJC P1OBE
so'Next, a light beam came out of ehe

The beam was darker .green, inaybe olive-green, and it pokecl around 
the bushes in the neighbor-a yardt It was a 'Straight shaft of 
light that didn’t get wider at the bottom, like a laser, Dust 
swirled in it, as though it were 'being' sucked up. Brauches in 
a nearby tree wexe swaying*

”The beam made wider and wider probes around the gar eiens 
and the yard. Then it struck the water of our swiinniug pool and 
stopped. There were vapors rising. from the water’s .surface, 
which is-normal . It looked as though tlw beam'-was watching the 
vapors.’

"'During this probe of the swimmi.ng pool Chuck remembers 
watching another phenomenon, which he wasn’t sure was related to 
the UFO. Th« and the wiring that leads to the lines
under the dek of the' pool became aglow with a bluish light.

”’Tliis I had säen before. Probably it was St.^Elmo’s fire,’. 
It was’’ especially"odd because the lighting unit "a' d ; ;ed in. 
Then the beam came at me. When it hit me, it was like being,hit 
by a bücket of ice water. sudclenly frozen. I couldn’t
move.s

"The beam erna.na.ting from the rectangle was about four or 
five inches in diameter when he first saw it; then it slowly 
spread in diameter to about four or five when it came toward 
him. He was completely conscious through this *frozen' state. 
He remembers trying to run and that his 'body and limbs were poised 
in a forward motion, büt he was. powerless to move a nruscle. He 
couldn’t even blink his eyes.

It was as though I were molded in,plaster,’ he said. I 
dont know how much time elapsed. I didn’t blank out but in ray 
mind were some Strange thoughts. They were thoughts being put 
there. It’s hard to explain. You’11 never believe this but I 
saw mathematical eyuations that made no sense and I remember see
ing the omega symbol. My next vision was a- picture of myself 
looking over a bill into a red.' ocean. The sky above was green, 
the ground below'me blue. Something was putting these thoughts 
in my mind. Another vision was of me floating in space, with 
nothing touching me. The stars were all different colors on,a 
black background. The colors were colors i’ve never seen before; 
they were all the in-between colors in the spectiwin.

"*Then, the beaffl went out and I feli flat on my fauel That ~ 
vias because I was in an unbalanced position me..’
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"t 1 > g dazed on the ground, Chuck sa-^ • • le terrible eold- 
ness left his body.» and he realizedjhe had burnped his nose and 
forehead. I asked• if-tie -had-called- for h He had not.

”'The neighbors were gone. The. ■ o.t's were out. My fas j 
was away. They - didif’-t get home until after II o’clock.8

"Getting up from the ground, Chuck observed that the UFO 
was still in view, never changing from its original position. 
The green beam-ljad .-vanished but the green rectangle and the red 
pointed .

"’Probably it was only a minute after getting on my feet 
that the huniming got loudem It became a high-pitched i 
sound, I could hear another sound, a constant drum, drum, drum. 
The craft then suddenly swung’around until it pointed vertically, 
its tail down. It held this position for about four or five sec
onds, then the tail’s brightness increased and next it just chan- 
ged into a blur.'

THOSE SPACE/TIME WARPS CAN BE NOTSY 1 ' .
"Chuck recalls that, followlng the blur, there occurred a 

sudden purple soundless flash, a, three or four-second lapse, then 
a loud thunderclap. The UFO was gone. It had become a. dminishing 
red light in the night'sky. He said it shot Straight up, then 
appeared to curve and level . then another flash, this one 
white,- about the size and brilliance of a nagnitude star.

"When it had all ended, Chuck stumbled into the house, sat 
down, trembled, then lay down feeling highly nervous. He did not 
call the police or even a neighbor or friend.

"’No one would believe me,* he said«
"When his parents came home he, still trembling and appre- 

hensive. went out to ,e horse, Duke, and gave him water and
grain. I asked him if noticed anything unusual about the horse. 
Chuck said that Duke’s'hair was wet from sweating, which indica» 
ted that he had been ling. -Chuck said that Duke frequently 
tuns during the day, but thought it was -unusual that he would 
be sweating at that late hour. He checked his yard and the neigh
bor ’s -garden the next-day, looking for träte evidence. He found 
nothing unusual, nothing disturbed, no tree limbs broken, no fo- 
liage burns to the vegetables were present.

"I asked about physiological effects: nausea, vomiting, 
numbness, temperature change? He'replied, nothing that he could 
attribute to the UFO. However,the next day, his nose and 
head hurt from the fall the night before, but showed' ses.
One other physical factor Chuck remembered. he incident
he w;: 'i > • .g the miseries of a head cold* The next day there 
was no trace of a cold. He had a routine physical from his fam
ily doctor and was sn a clean bill of health. He did not teil
the doctor of the UFO experience." ("Situation Red, The UFO 
Siege", Leonard Stringfield, 1977, 'CBS Publications and Doubleday.)
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THE, DYNAMICS OF THE R 1h ■ ..
FOR, OGULAR ■•■CLOUD-BOST ING

By Gerhard Weber

A genuine NEW AGE SCIENCE and ar. ■- . .. . • > LTi .GY
will continue to elude mankind unless we finally take seriously 
the plea for scientific rationality made by the proround nat
ural researcher, 'Wilhelm Reich. He stated emphatically over 
30 years ago:

”It must be decided whether nature is an 'empty 
space with a few widely scattered specks‘ or whether 
it is a space full of cosmic primordial energy, a 
continuum that functions dynamically and obeys a 
generally valid law of nature /*

Official science, which sinks deeper and deeper into the 
morass of particle physics and nuclear energy technology every 
year, has ignored and continues to ignore this challenge.

Let us not delude ourselves into thinking that a scientism 
which clings to a multitude of wrongheaded theories with a ten- 
acity and vehemence worthy of the' religious fanatics of the In
quisition, will listen to any heretic who seeks to breathe life 
energy into their harren, abstract universe. Furthermore, let 
us not waste our valuable time in the vain attempt to exorcise 
the irrationality in Official Science. Instead our eamest ef- 
fortsg in my opinion, should be to lay a firm Foundation of New 
Knowledge on which a life-affirmative science and technology 
can be constructed.

Fortunately, thanks to the extensive Investigation of and 
experimentation with primary, mass-free energy by certain of 
our predecessors, the cornerstones and a solid base for continuum 
physics are already in existence. Therefore, whether we become 
conversant with continuum physics through the works of Reich, 
Lehrs, Steiner, etc«, our orientation will be the same, i.e., 
the Formation of the Universe from the tangible, demonstrable 
functions of primordial energy. The advantage that we enjoy 
over official science is that whereas it is unable to see the 
forest for the trees, we, on the contrary, clearly see the en
tire forest. We can proceed, from this grand overview, to study 
the attributes of each tree in relation to and in the context 
of the whole.

On the one hand official science has amassed tons of tmcon- 
nected and unrelated facts that fill entire libraries to the
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bria and ■which.-boggle .Äe mind, r-Howevi. -t i . j - i 
of real, knowledge.tas :been..acbieved .by t ; i ;
data-monge' <t£, ' u,j s _ • » wl . irk : ' 1 <•<. j _ f r - . stt
is their perverse penchant:for taking everythiu < „ toi . r 
piece <f the dissected world isassigned an expert wist 1: ' L: » 
terally anälyses his particular fragment to death., - tii < < ■ i 
try as they may, they are never again able to irnbue.■theirrmu- 
l 1 < ed, distorte»' > < ■’ ■ witlr life.

NEW AGE SCIENCE HAS NO "AOTHOMTIES"
On the other hand, we, the fabrfcators. of 'New Knowledge, are> 

never satisfied with'the false eqiiationf - ) h ■ t - -- know
ledge* We avoid this pitfall because « are -derived from
physical Observation, not from abst“ foraulation.
Our data is verified by controlled experiments, hot ad hoc ex
periments specifically devised to bolster "official science”. 
prejudices. .This New Knowledge can ' - - i !. j : :o a 
theoretical. framework that embodies the :. essence -- not the mech“ 
anistic Weltanshaung -- of natural processes,

There are no "authorit.les” in New Age Science, This point 
cannot be emphasized too; strongly since we have,1 from earliest 
childhood on, been indoctrinated with the author!tarian precepts 
of our civilization. Many of us have the erroneous notion that 
only approval and endorsement'of our research by accredited, re- 
cognized f- . : 'J r‘ie scientific community will confer value 
and credence on-our labors. The: fact is r . t day the value 
and credence of official science is under ' • 5 . critical scru- 
tiny. Tragically, billions upon ’ ■ ' i , of the unenlightened 
public’s dollars are being allocated to prop up a science that 
is bankrupt« It's primary function seems t > 1 , • .nd out a 
tnore and more life-inimical teclrncr >.7. Th< 'N a. is our re-
.?• -i i 15 >; to continue to make ccm< 1 >< - v • ■ i--i ads.
Let us always keep in mind that authority in New Age Science is 
t-’tc acquired by work and actual achievements.

New Age Science m. < ■ ’ y } , x, . .imes strenuous de
mands on t < '■ engaged in research. Need!--: .• t say, the method-
oJ oft- observation, : - :• .• . a i w s . I - ry
cji.m ,> m is strictly adhered to« A. working knowledge of ph" i w 
b 1 •? , chemistry, psychology, < ' ‘ f . 1 n< overview
o - ci- s ' - i w a • ■ . ■ : t : s >
t» •: tx-< ./ •' , ■ • i . •/' t' New Knowledge
fully CO1...' »'• i ‘i > ■> . te harmony and -unity* Orthodox

x .. the Universe into natufe-culture, body-mind, in- 
stinct-intellect, physics-biology, etc, because- it lacks a fun
damental understanding of the whole. Unfortunately, the majority 
of persons with a tr. d r >al education, that is,-compartmentalized, 
specialized learning, will find it difficult to change their men* 
tation. Nevertheless, participation in New Age Science is un- 
thinkable without such a change*

We, the nienibers of a sophisticateci, t < ?1 : . . society,
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associate basic natural research:with large., well-ftrnded instf- 
tutions and teams s and technicians. Wetend to
equate ■ advances in empirical-laiQwld'dg . r b tl •- _ • , w r •
experimental paraphernalia 'and- with the -expenditure of' 'vast 
sums of money.

THE ORTHODOX VTWSE-HUMAN- HELPX.ESSNE •
The view of nature proffered by ■ 1 ■ ob-

scure and muddled that it is now : only gen-
iuses and mathematiciaiis can have ac . This
iraage of human helplessness is shattered »nts.
While an Organization, experimental i ■ ' । five
merit, they are merely secondary adjuncts. ment
in New Age Science -- continüum physics irch --
is the scientist himself. His/her physical 
sieve through which. the tangible, ph is of natural
pror‘.c.,sorJ ptss«

The mechailis ;ention that sub-
- /- w;f-'‘pcns ’-t dMm w • Mos we He insists

u- the v • rod the object of im • - ■ owe be control-
by a immus experimental method. He corn ,

his sensations« That is, sad öint be
cause the Sixth Sense is really the First Sense. This is more 
. • > . u M . ; c-‘ ■ . cs "M -u yw >• ' " ‘ ‘ ' - sense
by Wilhelm Belehr the nne which gives us the -physiolo|ical per
ception of the movement of plasmotic currents, the life energy 
within our organism. This has atrophied in our civilization.

No amount of experimental gadgetry or.control can ever hope 
to improve the sensitivity of the scientist to life energy func- 
tions, natural laws. Therefore the revitalization and the sub- 
sequent cultivation of the First Sense is crucial for evexyone 
involved in New Age Science.

Since the truly awesome discoveries of Reich and other New 
Age pioneers were the’ direct result of the accurate subjective 
perception of objective reality, our trust and reliance in the 
open, vital bioenergetic organism is justified.

!!In order to investigate nature we must literally 
love the object of our Investigation,. In the lau- 
guage of orgone biophysics, we must have direct 
and undisturbed orgonotic contact with the object 
of our Investigation.*’ W. Reich«

Official science defines a cloud as being: a mass of water 
partlcles, sufficiently numerous to see, in the. liquid or frozen 
state which is formed by the chilling of water vapor below the 
dew point, i.e., the point in the coolixig process at which con- 

begins. Cloud formation is viewed as a mechani“ 
cal process.
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The extant New Age Science of Orgonomy (Orgonomy is the 
natural science of the orgone energy, the name given to the prim“ 
ordial cosmic energy by its discoverer, W« Reich) defines the 
cloud as: a combination of concentrated orgone energy and water 
vapor. Cloud formation is recognized as being a functional pro
cess, the specifics of which are:
1. Atfcraction - An area or pocket of concentrated orgone energy 
forms in the otherwise evenly distributed orgone.energy of the 
atmospheric envelope. This- pocket has arisen due to a more intense 
excitation by the sun. The pulsation of the orgone energy in
creases. An area of strong. 01 potential -• orgonomic potential 
has developed. (Orgonomic potential is Negentropy.) It is the 
unifying, binding Creative .principle in nature; whereas the me- 
chanical potential dictates that a high energy level will lose 
energy to a low energy level -- Entropy -- as in heat and elec- 
tricity. The orgonomic potential, on the contrary, reverses 
this process .and is governed. by an energy flow from the weaker 
to the strenger system. There occurs now a confluence of orgone 
energy from the surrounding, weaker level -- the general 01 
energy continuuin -- toward; the higher, strenger system.
2, Charge - Water readily attracts and holds the.-orgone energy 
and vice versa« Concentrated atmospheric 01 energy and wi 
vapor combine and form & cloud«
3. Growth- The cloud grows and expands. It will continue to 
grow as long as there is sufificient water vapor In the vicinity 
and the infiux of OR energy persists. The 'size, density and 
cohesion of the cloud is strictly governed by the orgone en
ergy content.

CONTROLLING OR WITH THE VISUAL RAY
I thought back to the cloud that h«v* ff. tued at the pocket 

in the sky where my gaze had focussed. The idea that came to mind 
was this: The human being is a'strong orgonotic-energetic Sys
tem. The organism grows and consistently maintains a higher tem- 
perature than the environment because it is able to attract and 
hold more orgone energy than it loses. The organism is sur- 
rounded by an orgone energy field. This field expands and con- 
tracts. It pulsates, narrows and widens in harmony with inter
nal bioenergetic excitation. It is truly a sixth sense which 
functions at a distance within and through the OR energy ccmtin- 
uum.

Was it possible, perhaps because of the strong state of vi- 
gor or Charge that I feit that the visual ray had excited an area 
of atmospheric Or energy? After all, it had already been obser
ved by me that the focus of the visual ray -- which is a modi- 
fied OR energy field -- on the OR field surrounds a metal sphere 
increases the pulsation. The appearance of the cloud on the spot 
could, of couräe, have been just a coincidence. However, the for
mation of a cloud seemed to fit in with the ability of the eyes 
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to influence OR energy pulsation.
When I reviewed the techniques.of cloud creation and de

struction that Reich had applied in the succes. * t 'i of the 
mechanical cloud-buster apparatus, my own hypoth . nncernlng 
the possible ex> ■ o - .e atmospheric OR energy envelope
’’ the visual ray ■ * med to crumble. To - . : An existent

»yed when its high OR potential, is decreased and
•ud is created when the even n >r OR energy is 

. ' ed. Pockets of lower 01 potential - . : ■. , The ad-
■ ■' as of higher orgone energy co< in accordance with

> • ' , !' 'i orgonomic potential, i .. • OR poten-
pense of the weaker pockets, ; f •

traction, Charge and growth culmin . The iiechan-
t cloud-bt • in both cases, draws , b ' .• en-
. - continuum. i.e., energy is withdrawn - > In,
r - here. Since the ex, '' . i1 i un-
< fluence of the visual ray hinget on the eye's ability

to excite? in the männer of the sun, an area of orgone energy 
into heightened pulsation; the draw method of mechanicical 
cloud-busting refuted my contention.

THE P1AGMA.TIC TEST
Smaller clumps (fractocumulus) drifted above me. Their 

white contours were distinct, not fuzzy like they most often 
are irr the polluted atm » >.Aere on the mainland. Some of the 
langer cumulus '■ v - a' ' ooiled with energy and bulbous puffs 
of water vapor continuously sprouted from their margins. I 
watched this parade of clouds until I couid no-- longer res ist 
the temptation to put my assumptions to the test. I fixed 
my eyes on a small cloud. The seconds ticked by like minutes. 
I presumed that like the cloud-buster apparatus, I couid dissi- 
pate this cloudlet. I: it drifted on and away undiminished.
Then I recalled my first attempt to see the lumi: ,• nt OR. energy 
points in the sky. I had failed because orgonotic contact had 
been blocked by Pension. Sure enough, my muscles were tensed- and 
the tingle had left my skin. I sat still for awhile with my 
eyes closed. When I looked. up again a cumulus cloud was over- 
head. I gazed directly at the center of it and followed its 
slow movement.

The effect . my steady gaze had on the cloud was uiiequi- 
It seeined to be transfixed by the visual ray. The opaque. 

; slowed and gradually, in a matter of seconds.
: r t- dense. ‘ , contours
'1 away and melted shreds of cloud floated where the whole, 
; ■ ■ had been a rainute before. There couid be 110

I had dissipated the cloud with rny visual ray. The water
' y a- to dissolve and the cloud lost cohesion

as 1 drew the atmospheric orgone energy, 1 u , from the
‘‘ i The cloud, objectively, was seen to dis-
( t _ c ' ' ■ s of
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of less than three minutes'«V "These extemal, obj mena
leave their internal} subjective impi*essiou on the organis®, 
The inflow of atmospheric life energy from the cloi energy 
matrix through the € ;reases one''s visual acuity. In addi-
tios, ■ ■ ht cu - . -ainings. can r • ■ in the body,

: • < . ■ i the legs. The - < . ; - discharges
into the earth via the legs.

THE INTRICACIES OF OCIJLA1 CLOUD-BUSTING
1. The Visual Ray should be i.

This is the core of the energy. matrix. It is the draw of life 
energy from this core that lowers the OR potential of the en
tire cloud. Once orgono between your
organism and the cloud has- ce of the

bust is:
a« The , cg , - - - to ' - ,j.

Pension and become' fuzzy.
b. The opaque center of the cloud beco: nsparent.
c. Th ad’s entire periphery--begins to fray«
d, Where a coh« id wasom-imites before, scattered

patches - : • rpor gradually •.* , . „w<? < ,
2. The organismic capacity for ocular cloud-busting increases 

when the bioenergetic core, your autonomic nervous s;
becomes charged. This is a cusiulative process that depends on 
the quantity -of atmöspheric OB energy that flows into the body. 
One need not draw energy fromr-a: half dozen small clouds in 
■order to increase potency. It is,. in fact, advisable to draw 
initially from ud- iw sight. It may take
some time but thereafter any smaller cloud can easily be dis- 
sipated by the Visual lay.

AMD THE POSSIBILITIES OF 0CU1AR CLOUD-BUILDING
An existant cloud can be- stimulated to grow by the excxta- 

tion from the Visual Ray. life energy-orgone energy
is radiated as well y- ■ t organism, • . > ■ :.<lar
by the e- - s been - ' ' - I have found on many occ- -Uris

the 01 ene:rgy matrix of a 
small cloud or .into- Tieighteneci pulsation whereupon
this cloud may rapidly «double or t

The interested reader who would like either to validate or 
debunk the human-potential of ocular cloud-busting, probably 
wants at « point a detailed elaboration of the technique 
behind the process. He expects a step by step list of instruc- 
tions that will I have described.
Here they are: 1. Eat a low-fat, protein-rieh breakfast, with a 
glass of fresh orange Juice. 2. Jog. for at least three miles.
3. Swim for an hour. 4. Choose a cunmlus cloud as your target, and, 
5. Focus your Visual Ray into the cloud's center and draw its life- 

energy into your own organism.
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OMAAE-N TS
WHAT SAT THE MAHATMAS OF CI.OUD- BUSTING

nBy directing the most powerful of electric batteries -- 
the human f-rame electrified’ by a '«t jcess -- you can stop
rain on some given point by making~a 'hole in the rairwclouds', 
as the ocut.l • - •’ .rm it. 1 / ' • , magnetic Im
plements within, so to say.,-. rain can be pro-
duced artificially.

”1 regret my inability to expla: cess more
clearly. You know the effects produced by trees and plants on 
rain clouds, and how their strong magnetic nature attracts and 
even feeds those clouds over the'tops of . Science expLains 
it otherwise, may be. Well, I cannot. help it, for such is our 
knowledge and the fruits of railleniums of observations and ex
perience. . .

’°'Let some physicists calcul-at'e the amount of heat requlred 
to vaporise a certain quantity of water; let them compute the 
quantity of rain needed to cover an area -- say one square mile 
to a depth of one inch. For th.is! amount of Vaporisation they 
will require of course an amount pf heat that would be equal to 
at least'five million. tons of coal. Now the amount of energy, 
of which this cönsumption of heat would be the equivalent, cor- 
responds (as any matheniatician could teil you) to that which 
would be requlred to raise a.weight of upwa-rds of ten millions 
of tons one mile high. ' -

"How can one inan (or woman}.? generate such an amount of heat 
and energy? Prepc ous, absurd! We are-all limatics and you 
who listen to us will be placed-'iii ■ the same category, if you ever 
venture to repeat th Yet I say that one
tn .e can do it and very; easily, if he is but acquainted with
a certain spfc 1-ever in himself, far more powerful
than t chimedes» . ’

"Even simple muscular contraption is always sccompanied by 
by electric and magnetic phenomena? ( and which radiate out from 
the human form at. light speed-,-around the world in a seventh of 
a second! RHC), and there is' the 'strängest counection between 
the magnetism of the earth, the" charg . . and man, who
Is the best barometer living," ir ’ne but know how to decipher it 
properly. . . With us it is an established fact that it is the 
•.-„-Ob’s raagnetism that procudes wind, storm and rain. . . ”

From the Science section -of . MThe Early Teachings of the 
Masters", a series of . the Englishmen, A.P. Sin-
nett and A.0. Hume, and the Master .Kuthumi, through the medium
ship of H.P. Blavatsky, edited by C. Jinarajadasa, and published 
by the Theosophical Press, Wheaton, Illinois 60188.
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WHERE IS CLOUD-BOSTING IN THE SCHEME OF THINGS?
One of the prime functions of.Borderland Sciences Research 

Foundation is the dissemination of unusual Information; so, many 
a Seeker is drawn to us as he or she shöps around for a depen- 
dable source of Light and Truth. Giie sucu «aiea, iroui Texas in 
November, told us of personally of the metaphysical
teachers who advertise regulärly in i but coming

tisfied, something was lacking.
Our response to that was tt looking for an

. ult Organization which w • l >■ i m >-y
of the Universe -- a road map with would

■'i surely to his goal. The “ ■ c> u-,
' • ■' 2 far West’1 -- as Dion Fortune - • 1 . writings --

do not have such a Top< > r because their ' s have not tied 
themselves in to one of the r - ’ . x . -It Wisdom,
not physical plane but Ir Plane -

In one interview with- him Dr. Andrija Puharich said that this 
lat he was looking for -- or , > - — a Topology

T the Universe. He had one vT .^im by the Kahuna, David 
nohiakala Bray, in Hawaii 20 years ago, but he refused it.

Daddy Bray’s prize pupil, Douglas Low, accepted the challenge. 
This pagan Topography is in our book, ”The Kahuna I
Hawaii”, by the two of them (BSRF No. 36-A, $4.00). Another 
pagan To,. -w ■ - es . < by the Yaqui in-
dian adept, Don Jüan. Carlos didn’t know what he * g
into but he accepted the challenge. You can study the teaching 
in the Don Juan trilogy.

Another Seeker was the Russian journ msky.
He made the pilgrimage to I »e back empty-handed; and
then he found a Teacher with the proper Inner Plane connectionss 
G right there in Moscow. Much of this excellent material
is embodied in Ouspensky’s book, “In Search of the Miraculous”.

Prodded by Meade<Laj stu
dies in the early Round Robin Journals, Mrs. Crabb and. I took up 
the study of the Topology of the Universe as described in Dion 
Fortune’ s bookjThe Mystical Qabalah”, a ”bible'* of the Western 
Mystery Tradition. In there we easily find the particular God- 
like power discovered by Dr. Wilhelm Reich in his successful 
cloud-busfing efforts., and by his pupils, Gerhard Weber and Tre
vor James Constable, who follow along Reich's path.

Cloud-busfing and Cloud-building are a function of that 
. 1 Creative force which has ~ ! ' . its rnun-

dane chakra in our solar system. Netzach is its holy name and 
the Gods assigned to that sphere are called Elohirn. Whether the 

not, Their Cooperation is essential to
3 or her work. In. t = on Netzach, Dion

: "These Elohim, to give than their Hebrew name, 
influences whereby the Creative force expresses

. . . In Netzach, which ' ■ ■ r stra-
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tum of the reflectingiEther, they under»
go a change, the image-making mind 
of man has begun to work upon them, 
moulding the Astral light Into forms 
that shall represent them to his con
sciousness. . . ”

CABALISTIC TREE OF LIFE 
of the Golden Dawn Lodge 

l» Kether

The numbered Sephiroth at
right indicate the flow of energy (Sat-urv 1\ 
from the Logos, Kether, down “ "i*'< \
through the Solar System -- though
there are exceptions to this -- 
as the other lines indicate.

"Netzach, the Sphere of 
Venus, is best understood by 
contrasting Tt with Hod, 'the 
Sphere of Mercury, these two 
representing force and form on 
a lower arc. . . Netzach re
presents the instincts and the 
emotions they give rise to 
and Hod represents the conc 
mind. In the macrocosm they re-

5. Gebura 
(Mars)

8. Hod 
(Mercury)

it two levels of the process
x concretian of .force into form.

• n j'i . h ■ •"*e ,is still relatively 
free-moving, being bound only into ex- 
ceedingly fluidic and g
• • <. «d in Hod taking on for the ‘ t 
time definite and permanent form, though of 

ceedingly temious nature.

2. Chokmah

7. Netzach 
(Venus)

4. Chesed 
(Jupiter)

Tiphareth 
The Sun)

Yesod 
(The Moon)

Malkuth (The Earth)

"In Netzach, ilar form of force represents itself as
a type .ngs, flowing backwards and forewards over the boun
daries of mar. ‘ u- ' • , ... exceedingly elusioi warmer. Stich
beings have no inciivid- : persoru-f J are like the
annies with banners flying that can be seen in the sumvt <■ Louds. . . 
All mind is group-mind in Netzach but in Hod the human mind has 
its beginnings. . . "

And f .ad-bus■ like Gerhard Weber • the inchoate forces 
of Venus the ideal medium on which to demonstrate their developed 
m owers. That's God-the-Destroyer in them. But for the
sake of polarity -- and their spiritual health -- they should also 
give play to God-the-Creator in them, practicing cloud-building -- 
to relieve a drought, for instance arid put their Kundalini for
ces to good use.

THE LIGHTNING FLASH
"Polarity really means the flowing of force from a sphere 

of high pressure to a sphere of low pressure; high and low being 
always terms," continues Dion Fortune in the Netzach
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c\ p- rhe'Mystical Qabalah”. “Every sphere of energy
needs to receive the . ergy at higher
p*ossäre, and to have an Output in> ; here of lower pressure. 
The source of all energy is the 'Great Unanifest, ax 
way down the levels, changteg i ts fo» frorn one to the othe - • ■.
it is finally ’earthed8 in Malteth.

"In every individual life, in every form of activity, in 
every organised social group for whatever .ether army,
church, or limited Company, we see the 
flowing of energy in Circuit. The d to realize
is that in the microcosmic Tree th =
positive and negative aspects con
sciousness, whereby the spirit ins_ ' 
the emotions, and the emotions form the 
etheric double moulds the physical 
of the Circuit. This is a fact 
its implications are easily 
to them.

"THE SE1PENT RISETH”
"Buta point we do not so readily realise is that there is 

a flow and return between each. 5body’ or level of consciousness 
and its corresponding aspect in th • cosra. • . 
an intake and Output on the level of Malteth whereby food and 
waterare received into the body as nutriment and rejected as 
excreta -- which is the food of the vegetable kingdom under the 
polite name of maiiure -- so is there an intake and Output between 
the etheric double and the astral light, and between the astral 
body and the mind side of nature; and so on up the planes, with 
the st represented by the six higher Sephiroth.

"The essence of the Magical Qabalah, which is the practical 
ap ■ n of the Tree of Life, is to de‘ > these magnetic 
circuits ' ent levels, and ■ . 1 rein-
force the soul. Just-as the physical body is nourished by eating 
and drinking, and kept healthy by adequate excretion, which 
might be called the operations of the Sphere of Malteth, so is 
the soul of man energised by the o ns of the Sphere of
Tiphareth, wt who

ealth to the soul«
"We know how Initiation

psychism and enables the human understanding to apprehencl spiri
tual truths; what we do r t full g-amut
of human development we nee to develop our power to contact
natural energy in its < by the Sphere> N' 5

"We are accustomed to take the line:that the spiritual and 
the natural are mutually antagnostic, 
dichotom ' back, to the clever- . bis
fest . * hy. Rte' .. 1 's and
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to conclu.de that if the spiritual is the highest good, the 
natural must necessarily be the lowest evil; we do not realise 
that matter is crystallized spirit, and spirit is volatilised 
matter, and that there is no difference- of substance between 
them, -any more than there is difference of substsnce between 
water and ice; but both are different States of the One Thing, 
as the alchemists call it; this is the great secret of alchemy 
which forms the philosophic basis of the Secret Doctrine of 
T ransmutation.

TRANSMUTATION WITHIN THE SOUL
”But the transintitation of metals is of Little save academic 

iniportance compared to the transrnutation of energy within the 
soul. It is this that the initiates deal with by means of the 
technique of the Tree of Life; and as consciousness transmut.es 
up and down the Central Pillar of Mildness, or Eouilibrium, so 
does energy transmute up and down the Pillar of Mercy, of which 
Netzach is the base, and form transmutes up and down the Pillar 
of Severity, of which Hod, the intellect, is base.

"In Chokmah, then, we get the tremendous drive of life, 
which is the great male potency of the universe; in Chesed we 
get the Organisation of forces into interacting wholes; and in 
Netzach ' u g-=-t a sphere wherein evolution, ascending from Mal- 
kuth as organised force ensouling vivified form, : s - >. 1 con
tact essential force once more. Netzach, the : f ■ »gah --
which is the Hebrew name for Venus-Aphrodite (Etidorhpa) --

* • ‘ . exceedingly important Sphere from the point of
view t- > t- ui,-- l work of

"It is because most pe^pu who go in >■ cultism work up 
the Central Pillar only, which is the Pillar of Consciousness, 
and pay no attention to the side pillars, which are the Pillars 
of Function, that such nQ.lwd'h m-.!• , - « ’-tu.ined from Ini
tiation. The blind are leading the blind, and the average would- 

initiator in modern, occult fraternities, who is usually more 
of a mystic than an occultist, does not realise that he has got 
to initiate subconsciousness as well as consciousness, and illu- 
minate the instincts as well as the reason."

And both successful cloud-busting and cloud-building are 
”ilLuminations of the instincts”. Gerhard Weber welcomes cor- 
respondence on this technique of seif-Initiation in the Sphere 
of Venus. His article on Öcular Cloud-Busting is from his 300- 
page book. "The Dawn Of The Cosmic Age". His address is 53 
Fulton St., Clark, New Jersey 07066.

THE FIRE INITIATION 0F DR. ANDRIJA PUHARICH
In late November we received a call from a new Associate, 

J.B., who said he was briefly stopped over in Los Angeles, on 
his way from New Zealand to New York City. He gave us the sur- 
prising information that Dr. Puharich’s home in Ossining, New
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York had burned to the ground, that Doc had fled tl and
was holed up in an obscure Mexican fishing village up the coast 
from Acapulco. J.B., too, was curiousvas to why Puharich’s latest 
book, “Time No Longer", was still unavailable though is sup~ 
posed to have been published by Doubleday in January 1980, and of- 
fered to purchase and send us a copy from New York City when he 
got there.

Meanwhile it seemed wise to confirm the news from another 
source. We wrote to a knowledgeable contact in New England. Then 
came this brief note from New Zealand:

"I spoke with you last week by ig for informa
tion on Dr. Puharich’s whereabouts. Sir John
Whitmore in London, who confirmed S.
and doesn’t want his whereabouts known. So, if I said anything 
about where he might be please.hold it . '
checked with the publishers of his : it
has not yet come out because of ’editorial problems*. Not known 
when it will appear."

J.B., Manganui, New Zealand
■8

A few days later came the self-addressed postcard sent to 
the east coast: "Dear Crabb: Puharich’s home was torched several 
years ago fires set at front and back doors simultaneously. 
(Sounds as. .though this" happened soon after the interview we’ve 
been running in the Journal.) P wasn't home. He a lot of 
research papers, decid Mexico, has lately been back
in NYC area where, friend*’ ‘i*>‘ 11./me.,’ he is now staying for awhile. 
He’s reinarried -- for the or? 5th time — has a new child, 
is feeling pretty good . - ■> - - I wasn’t a? '■ v । v -k
had been published. .mced around last I heard. P
apparently feels a secret. gov’t 'agency was behind the work be
cause of his wh»f> i'.- . .* work to co: gl wea
ther, create earthquak i gov’t no one knows, but the
suspicion is our own, i of his, Ira Einhorn,
who was closely involved in the'wo< '• ' rt on Tesla, was ar> ■ >.ed
for murder; a woman was found. dismembered ik in his apt.
Einhorn claims he was framed;I believe him.
and Light are being pushed-hard again."

Hartford, Conneticut
And behind the secret gov’t agency is MIRO. It’s Armageddon, 

all right, and the war 'control of the planet, and mankind, 
heats up. Before it is over every. person on.earth will be an 
a choice, whether to re hii * ' - ; • or the Light; and
those who choose the Light will find tt d in every
way to make sure their dedication is comp - Puharich _ --’*d 
the way he was going to go in the Foreword to. his book, "Beyond 
Telepathy”, published by Do ■ ! a ;’t ' "This work provides 
a journey that every man can follow. It is an i of the
personal world of your own mind. If you believe that this is not 
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very interesting because your life has not been exciting, I 
ant to show you that this is just'not so. Thecnature of the 

individual mind is such that potentially every nook and cranny 
of the world can be refl? > m in it, and there 'are ways and 
means to experience this

No wonder Dr. Puharich' s efforts to -get government or 
even private industry -- research gr.t- > ■ . ! For
if successful, his subjects would thr ;■ :
the L • >r -tine, secrets subversive .• ■: • cal raani*
pulations in the nation by MIRO. Mau. ' government

ncies were already Sponsoring and financing unind-over-matter 
in Colleges and univ i dd control!

PRIVATE AND »RESPONSIBLE POWER
The sociologist C. Wright Mills sw ■ up very well: "The 

power structure of this society is based ■ 3 m incorporated
econoray that is also a permanent war economy« Its most important 
relations with the state now rest upon the coincidence ©f military 
and corporate Interests -- as defined by generals and bus Ln.es smen, 
and accepted by politicians and publics. It is an economy dom- 
inatecl by a few hundred corpor l "ms, ecoTiQniic.al.ly and t : ‘ 'iw 
internelated, which together hold the keys to economic decisions. 
These dominating corpo v„ • 1 arc. ! u o > ably ■represent the 
Illg»' f concentration of the greatest economic power in. human his
tory, including that of the Soviet Union. They are firmly knit 
w political andrvo i-w I .rms, but they are dogmatic -- 
even maniaca 1 - - in th « i ‘freedom’ ■■ :: » • ••'
v.'_s ■ Jf. irresponsible power.” (From his "Power, Politlcs and 
-op., *' published by Ballantine Books in 1963.)

CLOUD“BUSTING IS THOUGHT CONTROL?
"MEMO TO PRESIDENT JOHNSON: Please check with the State De

partment. . . the leaders of our Armed Forces or our chief sci- 
entists, to discover w if anything, we are doing to explore 
the re». , . ■ ms of ’ cloud-bust ing’ which i ■ : > t
means thought control. . . and could change' the L. m -W; of the 
world. We could catch up if someone in cownand gave the * 
b was too late."

Just an item in Journalist Dorothy Kilgallen’s colurnn of 
Dec. 21, > r, but 'oh how revealing. The. original cloud-buster,
Dr. Wilhelm Reich had been gone only five years, sudd» ’ dead
in a Federal prison in 1959, only ,a week before his release. 
No wonder the Feds burned his books on the beach near his lab 
in Maine. He, like Dr. Puharich, was outside MIRO control. 
So was Dorothy Kilgallen when she, a few.months later, threatened 
to reveal Information she had picked up in Dallas on the plot 
to assassinate President Kennedy. Had she learned that thought- 
control had been used on Lee Harvey Oswald and on Jack Ruby, his 
would-be imirderer? Lincoln Lawrence thivdfcs so, arid goes into 
the details in "Were We Controlled?”, published by University
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Books, 1967. In Chapter 18 he writess
"In a fascinating account in ’latnparts" Bagaaine, reporter 

David Welsh öfters fclLoving ««~-a. si dr-- ; >' im * < < hy Kilgallen’s 
role in the Oswald Investigation. In connection with her death 
on November 8, 1965, Welsh reports:

**A) A make-up man on her TV show quoted Kilgallen as 
saying shortly before her death Id
’crack this case*.

”B) A show-busittess ’s Claims that
she told him in the last days of ' Ute. ’In five 
days I’m going to bust th^ , 1 ~ ‘ case
wide openT.

”C) Mary Branum, an editor of *;
said she received a phone call a
Dorothy ’s body was discovered 
galten had been aiurdered!

”D) -Dr. James Luke, a New'York City medical exaniiner, 
said there was no- way of deterniining whether her 
death 'by acute barbiturate and alcohol intoxication* 
was an accident, a suicide. . . or murderl

"Was there in fact any connection between Dorothy Kilgal- 
len's Investigation of the Kennedy assassination and her sudden 
death? We do not' know. . . but she must be credited as the 
first to sound a serious warning in print to the general public 
about t hought con tro1. . . "

. INTO A PIT'WHICH HE HAS DIGGED"
And we offen a serious warning to the thought-control experts, 

the Dr. Fausts, of the CIA, the FBI, the ONI, the counter-intelli
gence corps of the Air Force, the Navy, the Army, the Marines and 
the Company police of the multi-national ms: "Whoever
attempts to work the positive asp\.. c» v Wuhirah -- in this case 
Netzach, Venus -- must remember that it also has Jls asgoo.ve as
pect, and unless he can maintain the necessary equlilibrium of 
forces, that neg-n > /g aspect ‘ . typ • .> .ome uppermost and swamp 
the Operation«"

We are quoting front the final cl on Fortune's "The
Mystical Qabalah" now, the chmr > i Evil, th ‘u E<hoth. "There 
is a point in every magical Operation when the negative aspect 
of the force comes up to b@ dealt'with, a< alt with will
Iure the experimenter into lieh he has digged. It is a
sound magical maxini not to iwoke >ny h<-. -Yess you are equip- 
ped to deal with its averse aspect, , .

"The Qliphoth •’. >tly termed the evil and averse Sephiroth 
for they are not independent principles or factors in the cosmic 
scheine, but the unbalanced and destructive aspect of the Holy 
Stations themselves. . Whoever uses the Tree as a magical system
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r~ -t, ihie? isla 
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25,920 years
THE NEW ZODIACAL YEAR OR CYCIE

The' Glory of 'Groeco

f\\ If there is to be one, it 
£\\ would seem logical that the 
\£', Polar Flip would occur here

; r ' 4-, o. to
| the Montgomery Controls).

The "end of an Age” is also 
nity

Plaeean. 'Ag©\ x' 
2 # 1^0 yoara

MST

THE OLD ZODIACAL YEAR OR CYCIE 
25,920 years, one complete 
tour of the 12 Signs of the 
Zodiac by our Sun and planets, 
spending approximately 2160 
years in each of the Signs.

ine Atlantean civilization 
described by Phylos, whose 
sinking caused the great Flood 
of 9564 B.C., also a Polar Flip.

he Atlantean Civilization
f the Great Crystal, described

i-y Ruth ■ .: cols,
in "The ' - • ' a
Polar r;1 land changes.
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THE JUDGMENT DAY CHART
"With the passing months I have more and more admiration 

for the person who put this diagram of'cycles together,. along 
with its interpretative remarks (in "Flying Saucers and America’s 
Destiny", BSRF 2-C, $3.00). It was a brilliert job« The person 
or persons obviously tapped the highest levels of creativity and 
consciousness.

nIt is so important that it sho run in the Journal
NOW. No other single bit of writi t . u : is more
crucial to an understanding of the mcwnentous changes in which 
man is rapidly being -engvLieu than your.c ' . It is worth vol~
umes, and who today has time to read all the volumes which have 
contributed to your Olympian perspective? most readers
would not have the background of your decades of experiences 
that contribute to and reinforce what you ' your
reading in this area. To put it in another way, in my opinion 
no person can understand America’s D ty unless they have the 
infortaation imbedded in your chart. I urge you. to republish the 
same, add-ing coments on the origin of this diagram."
George Meek, Metascience Corp., PO Box 747, Franklin, N 34

Assoc Meek has honored us by including the Judgment Day 
Chart on cycles in his. book, "Collapse and Comeback", on today’s 
crsis in'world affairs. For price on this and his other timely 
publications, write to George at the above address.

la • ’> < > > “. of the diagram was my need to combine o. v.al 
ideas in one ch rating an important item in the
"Flying Saucers and America’s D« y"'talk; though, as I recall, 
the original Inspiration came in my study in Honolulu and re- 
sulted in some mental pain in adjusting my mind to it. My in- 

inspirers had. to force a new concept into my head.
The idea of rising and falling civilizations came from reading 
Oswald Spengler1s "The- Decline of the West" ("Der Untergang.des 
Abenlandes") in the 1930s in Minneapolis. I was in a blue funk 
for a week after coming to the realization that our glorious Euro- 
American civilization was coming to an end, dying of old age.

In his philosophical teachings Plato broached the idea of 
long, negative planetary periods in which men and women lose 
sight of of the divine in them and are dominated by their ani
mal na eures which certainly characterizes the Piscean Age!, 
I picked that up from reading H.P. Blawatsky‘s "Isis Unveiled", 
Vol. I on Science, Chap. VII, page 247 of the 1950 edition: 
"We are at the bottom of a cycle and evidently in a transitory 
state,” she wrote in New York in 1876. ” . -hi. c J-e in- 
tellectual progress of the universe during every cycle into 
fertile and harren periods.” But in our chart we show the "bottom" 
of the Piscean Age as a Zero line of a sine wave where the pulse 
crosses over from a negative to a positive state.
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THE GUARDIANS KNOW THESE CYCLES ..

In the early 1950s Geo r/- >• • -yii ■' - ' cn-
tacts gave hTi the Vela Sector SystemK their w < ; ‘ > u«£g
the rhythmic ZcvH‘ o . ■ . system an^ rhc-<et.
He, too, was told we are in the Judgment Day. Tl humans who 
decide to live by tlv r'«i t-n Bule : with the earth r u
goes on into the next 1-j ylv - . u -- w T ' fe Aquarian
Age» Thosewh© fall the E.v . - t • • i b, ck and take
the Piscean Age type training over again on another planet. Van 
was told the earth is coming to the'end of a M Major and
a Minor cycle all at the same time -- , planetary cleanup
in preparation for a New Heaven and.a New Earth. This we have 
tried to diagram on our Judgment Day Chart.

The Master D.K», writing through in "Glamour,
A World Problem”, in 1950, suggests what one of the Major Cycles 
is (page 158): "When a racial ixic< cycle
synchronise (which is not always t! comes a
significant focussing of the Dweller on the Angel and vice versa. 
This is taking place at this time at the dose of- the Piscean 
era and when the Aryan race has reached fnaturity and'a relatively 
high water mark of development. Discipleship is significant of 
«aturity, and it is with mature developsent that the Dweller is 
ret. The Aryan race is rea lip. . »

"Man knows'the differente between right and wrong and must 
how choose the way that he shall go.. In the Atif o racial 
crisis (which was also a complete human crisis), the' history of 
which is perpetuated for us in the *Bhagavad Gita*, Arjuna -- 
symbol of the then disciple and the was frankly
bewildered. This is not so true now. The dis of the world
and the world disciple do see the issues today relatively quite 
clearly. Will expediency win or will the Dweller be sacrificed 
with love and understanding to the Angel» This is the major 
problem.11

THE ST1UCTURE OF .THE ZODIAC, FBOM w OAHSPE’*
• ' ' PISGES ' '
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The flat circles of our Judgment Day chart take on three- 
dimensional significance when seen in the Light ig
Plasma vortexes drawn in the Oahspe-chart. Not only do they 
alternate rotational dlrection like a train of gears, they also 
point in oppo >«-■ • ctions , with our Sun and ' i ~e m
Arcing its way through the base of each vortex. Each vortex 
is ensouled by a great Archangel, which ih vortex or
Arc a distinct personell! y "colors' ' 1 life on the planet 
for the thousands of years spent in traversing tl By the
time we leave the cuy f*’ ‘Ji jces and Aquarius, I b- ’• ■_ re it is 
safe to asswie that the polarity of every atom of m n the
planets mineral, v. t _ .01 •?,, animal and human, will have been 
reversed!

WHY THE UFOS? TO WAKE AN EXAMINATION FOH THE 1EC01D!

LAO TSE, from a painting 
by Mark Probert

"They he m come simply in
quest of knowledge, just as you make 
expeditions to
the Polar regions or to Gen' • -.1 5 b> " 
This was th - GoIim . . M, •- T \
speaking through Main ‘ ■> Hort to Meade 
J-ayne and others in 1948» "They are not 
here to t your affairs;
neverthe ;re is another world
war, employing nut- - ei ~ , they
may be forced to intervene. The re- 
lease of aton .es has disturbed
their sphere of existence rather 
seriously.

"Let it be understood that if ever 
such intervention becomes necessary, 
it will be wholly impersonal. There 
will be nö taking of sides. It is 
contrary to the Law, that any one plane 
should interfere with the processes 
by which another works out its destiny."

Here'Lao Tse touches on one of the 
main reasons for government Silence

Policy 011 Flying Saucers. The leaders of MIRO would expect the
Etherians, with their superior weapons, to choose our side in the 
struggle against Comrnunism. If they refuse to choose, their pre
sence is not wanted in the coming showdown between the two -isms,
Communisin and Catholicistn.

”They are vastly your superiors in Science -- though every 
plane has its special forms of development and progress; so that 
we speak of differences, but not often of superiority or infer- 
iority. The Etherians are large people, up to 15 feet in height. 
I would say that they belong to the human Order of evolution. 
That is, you would not call them Devas or Nature Spirits. Yet 
the great forms you have seen and photographed, in the clouds
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reOvCtyl o<:-f rag®e-ats and -debris of a -crashed Flying Saucer in New 

- is also selling
wdiiC-r 1 ??-■ - .'v 1'1 ' ' ' - . - - : -
1 iettWS^W^i^ sflyiag Saac-ers, 'the IIFO Research. Committee of the
01tlOfHCösB----öf\-words^cnntinues -to ' funcXioii iindei* the able guidaxice 
ifftbJlgb^ Brinsley le Coeur Trench. This sigtials

f'che--:-eBci’---of the governing structures of the worlcl’s 
äaiiOll'Äst-th^^^ are;preseiitfy constitutedj for recognitiori of the
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t, in a public 
any political group : _ means a

shift in nation is
governed. This is new l the present
leaders must face up to its . /cessary : 1
ad justme' ■ ■ t

and the c ' _riet.
. . ders . '

are plenty of Aquarian Age types just ready , willing and able to take 
as ~ ' -. . . o 1; • i

FLYING SAUCEBS AND AMEHCA*S DESTINY ds as timely now as ft was 
■ . - swhen ■ ~-
- - r in art eye ' ~ - a •

fron the talk given to the Science of Mind group at Fallbrook«
California on Dec. 14, 1980. Enrna Pool es ehe leader. / Available 

r 5 . . •• ■ -
-. illustrated talk . . .... .. . .  . . $4.00

' - to waste valuable time, -- e - '
traf.fiel ■ Cassette tapes of our lectures and Clabala lessons can 1 
f . - Moents v'r. ‘ ’ - a a

ea..n * ■ _ _ back, _ _ .. the seat. Our ;
36-page 1981 Catalog of borderland books,$lectures, tapes and bor-

. h . * . a .51.00

Speaking of 1981h Thank you-all for your nncouraging cards, mein- g r 
bership/subscription retiewals and affirmations mf continued: sup
port forfborderland research /as conducted fron headqua.rters iry g

i Let's ;;
keep the'/Light of Truth and Beauty ■burningswherever we are rn 19811 
- - - - - - - — - CALIFORilANS ADD • 6X SALES TAX - - - ' - r - -: i

/ ^ - j 0 U R N Ä l O f

/• C e •' ’ a r'/ ■' Ke« e 1 '

i
I
| FAID
f Vista, Calif»
j Pernit No. 42

r ru b 1 i c.a t i o ti o f j
Bo rcJ €/ r land S c r mc e s 
B e s ea rc h F r irr d a. t i on

00.3 ISÜfi, 
dalifomia ddA ' • 
rnr t


